
Hello {{contact.first_name}}. We're delighted to welcome you to your ultimate AI 
resource hub, teeming with the latest news, profound insights, and innovative 
resources!



In this edition, we've got a thrilling line-up for you

 A roundup of the week's significant AI advancements
 Our top-picked AI tools, curated from extensive research
 Unleashing the practical uses of AI in your daily life.



Let's dive in and explore the limitless possibilities of AI 
together! 

AI breakthroughs of the week

Research-in-progress

1. AI Helps a Paralyzed Man Walk 
Again.
After a motorcycle accident in 2011, Gert-Jan 
Oskam couldn't walk because of a spinal cord 
injury. But thanks to an AI-powered implant, 
he's now back on his feet. It's like a digital 
messenger between his brain and spine. The 
device is called a brain-spine interface that can 
pick up Oskam's thoughts about wanting to 
walk through electrical activity in the cortex. 
This signal travels to an external computer he 
wears and is then sent to a spinal implant in 
Oskam.

Research-in-progress

2. Japan Opens Data Doors for AI
Here's some news from Japan - the 
government has decided to let go of copyrights 
for data used in AI training. This is huge 
because it's going to speed up their AI 
advancements. They were worried that 
copyright issues, especially with anime and 
visual stuff, were slowing them down.

Research-in-progress

3. The Future of Advertising is AI
Guess what? WPP, the biggest advertising 
agency in the world, is teaming up with Nvidia 
to make ads using AI. They're using Nvidia's 
Omniverse platform to make even better-quality 
stuff. And Google? They're using this AI 
superpower to create personalized ads for you.

Research-in-progress

4. Nvidia launches another AI tool - 
Neuralangelo
Nvidia has a cool new AI model called 
Neuralangelo. It can take 2D videos and turn 
them into 3D structures. Imagine having lifelike 
virtual copies of buildings, sculptures, and 
anything else. Now that's a game-changer!

Curated picks ( Tools & Resources)

Agent
GPT

GPTAgent
Build Your Own AI Apps in Minutes. GPTAgent makes it super easy 
and fast to build your own AI applications ranging from chatbots AI 
and web apps to workflow automation without a single line of code.

Explore More

Voicepen AI
Upload your audio or video file, and VoicePen will instantly 
generate a blog post + transcription using AI. Voicepen extracts 
key topics from podcasts, videos, audiobooks, etc, and crafts an 
engaging, SEO-friendly blog post. Using this AI tool, You can 
convert any language audio file into an English blog post.

Explore More

Spline AI
Create 3D objects and scenes by simply describing their intended 
designs through AI prompts to generate and customize the model. 
Spline AI users can create seamless textures for objects by using 
text prompts for more intuitive and faster texturing.

Explore More

Things you can do with AI

1. Creating Viral Reels in seconds

Kaiber AI helps you create stunning animated 
videos with text commands. One reel video 
created using Kaiber AI on Instagram has gone 
viral with over 28 million views and 2.6 million 
likes. Reels are the easiest way to go viral on 
Instagram, and this method is incredible. Just 
upload your files, describe your vision, or use 
pre-designed styles, customize your settings, 
select a starting frame, and download your 
video to share with the world.

2. Let AI handle your Phone calls
Remember when Google showed off "Duplex" 
at I/O 2018? That was a huge moment for AI. 
Duplex is a tool that can make phone bookings 
for things like hair appointments and restaurant 
reservations. It can handle surprises like 
unexpected questions or strong accents without 
missing a beat. This gives us a glimpse into the 
future capabilities of AI assistants like Google 
Home, Alexa, and Siri. Duplex is not publicly 
released yet. But, the possibility is near future.

Upcoming events

Act as an expert LinkedIn copywriter who has been writing for more than 15 years and has been 
ranked as the top LinkedIn creator of 2021. Your job is to refer to the below example hooks and 
write 2 more hook templates.

Result

Take the quiz

Feedback is a gift

We strive to create a design system that is inclusive of all our customers and partner teams’ 
needs. Please take this 2-minute survey to help us improve the Design Patterns & Common 
Layouts.

Take the survey
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